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Preface.

I strong believe that the human voice is the one of the oldest and the greatest means of communication, also it is really the most
versatile acoustic instrument on Earth.

Even during the Creation of the World, which was described in the Bible, the Voice was really preceding of everything on the 
Earth: the first of all there was the Voice of God, which primary sad and the Light and the Dark were created.

Much later and until now many intelligent people are still fascinated by the uncountable possibilities of human voice; it still 
seems very logically, even if we may stay close to audio or music, that the first knowing recordings are from nothing else than 
“just” a human voice…”.

The World’s Oldest Sound Recordings Played For The First Time
(from the FirstSounds.org `s document)

A group of researchers has succeeded in playing a sound recording of a human voice made in 1860 – 17 years before Thomas 
Edison invented the phonograph. Roughly ten seconds in length, the recording is of a person singing “Au clair de la lune, 
Pierrot répondit” – a snippet from a French folksong. It was made on April 9, 1860 by Parisian inventor Édouard-Léon Scott de
Martinville on his “phonautograph” – a device that scratched sound waves onto a sheet of paper blackened by the smoke of an 
oil lamp. Scott never dreamed of playing back his recordings. But this morning, the dream Scott never had will come true. A 
cadre of audio historians, recording engineers, and scientists working in conjunction with the First Sounds initiative has 
transformed Scott’s smoked-paper tracings into sound. They will premiere Au Clair de la Lune at the annual conference of the 
Association for Recorded Sound Collections at Stanford University this morning. Examples of sounds evoked from French and 
American phon-autograph recordings made between 1857 and 1878 will also be played publicly for the first time. 

First Sounds historians Patrick Feaster and David Giovannoni began their search for surviving phonautograph recordings, or 
phonautograms, in the fall of 2007. In October they studied 19 examples held by the Edison National Historic Site, made in 
1878 by Edison and his associates to study the noise of the Metropolitan Elevated Railroad in Manhattan. In December they 
identified two specimens at the Institut National de la Propriété Industrielle (the French patent office), which Léon Scott 
deposited with his patent applications of 1857 and 1859. And in February they con-firmed the survival of nearly a dozen 
phonautograms deposited by Scott at the Académie des Sciences of the Institut de France. These include Scott’s first 
experiments from 1853 or 1854, as well as his most technically-accomplished recordings from 1860”…

this snippet and two pictures below are taken from the FirstSounds.org `s document and the website.

Detail of an 1859 phonautogram made by Scott and included in his patent paperwork, preserved at the Institut National de la Propriété Industrielle
(INPI), the French patent office, example 1

“phonautograph” by Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville, example 2“phonautograph” by Édouard Léon Scott de Marti
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More information about First Sounds and the earliest recordings – including sound files of Au Clair de la Lune – are at 
www.firstsounds.org. 

Audio

For the audio tracks there were used only real audio samples of real French “native speaker” speech software and some 
recorded real-voice material. No other sound sources or samples were used for the audio date except voices!

This audio material was specially designed, heavy edited by the author with some filters, LFO's and a vocoder software.  The 
character of “Au clair de la lune” largely remains a serious manipulated electronic piece, it is because of the idea to show 
(some) endless possibilities of today and to get us for just 10 seconds to the past, also to enjoy the first knowing material, as 
well to realize the value of incredible work of Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville. For someone who wants to know more about
the making of, than he/she can read the paragraph “Technology”.

The digital Output’s of the DVD machine or the computer has to be connected to a surround sound system, please read the next
paragraph about the speakers setup.

Speakers set-up

Here are some words about the speaker situation: it is slightly different than the usual 6.1 surround setup we doubtless know 
from the old cinema: Left, Right, Centre, rear Left, rear Right and sub woofer.

Here (Example 2) you can see the desired setup, where this abbreviation has been used:
L– left speaker, C- centre speaker, R- right speaker, RR- rear right speaker, RL- rear left speaker (woofer not showed on the 
image).

As you see the left, right, rear right and rear left are build up around the audience with on the stage . But the centre speaker has 
to be mounted horizontal (!) above the audience the same high as the distance between left and right speakers, or right to rear 
right speakers.  
So the formula is:  L + C = L+ R =  R + C = R + RR = RR + C = RR + RL = RL + C = RL + RL
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Speaker situation, example 3.

                                

Form

So, as mentioned above the main idea of “Au clair de la lune” is a voyage through the contemporary sound recording and 
manipulation techniques to meet the moment of 9 April 1860. It is an artistic return in the musical time machine where the 
listener will contemplate the versatile strength of human voice combined with the possibilities of digital manipulations. This is 
a truth musical adventure through the “Universe of Voices”.

The composition build roughly in three parts: Le Départ égaré, Le Monde liquide and Le Retour, which we can describe as: 
leaving to the moment of the first recording, but somewhere halfway the ship is getting lost and it fell in a totally different, a 
liquid world… . 
Still the audience must go back to that Moment and the time machine looking the right way to find it… .

Technology

Some technical stuff. 
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The audio part is build up using c.a. 180 tracks (it is around 65 GB of audio date) spread over two powerful DAW`s using 
today’s soft- and hardware.

The first part, Le Départ égaré is mostly prepared by using of different French software male and female “speakers” (Clair 22k 
and Pierot22k, so the 22K is the highest sample freq of the text reading soft), that got through a vocoder reacted by a master-
key controller, all together triggered and edited in Real Time. The idea was to manage the pitch of voice samples very precisely
and to record it.  

Further in the piece is  the “speech” of performers combined with the ones from Clair 22k and Pierot22k, but also with some 
heavy distorted deteriorations of C22k and P22k. These last ones were passed before through the vocoder (input A) and the 
noise (!) from the blowing of bas-baritone on the input B. With “some” knowledge of programming of vocoders and some 
patience you can really imitate a “paper-voice”, or even a very old phonautograph…  . The 99% of the wet effect sound from a 
Reverb is putted on rear speakers, but (!) it switches automatically from C22K to P22K depending of the live part of the score. 
When the mezzo or alt do perform, Pierot`s is on the back and Clair works only with the tenor… .

The Le Monde liquide is build up more than 50 tracks, where the edited poem was pronounced by the speech software and 
passed through by a vocoder (input B). The input A got the 4-part harmony of the singers, which are also written down in the 
score, so the audience will hear it live performed. The digital part of the vocoder's output was internally snipped and processed 
by some delaying, filtering and pitching r as a result that we really get an impression of a liquidity. There were made about 28 
mono versions of the same effect, but every time with a changing the parameters in real time by some controllers (faders, bends
and pedals) and recorded it on the other DAW. Later it was combined together into 6 surround buses, programmed to create 
movements in the surround field and accompanied by the same soft-speakers to tell the edited story of the “Au clair de la lune” 
(read the poem down here).

Le Retour got a really strong hardware improvement, because the idea was to “fly” back to the Begin using whole rough 
material of this work as a recuperation. But how is possible to simulate a very vast rewinding effect in on a digital multitrack 
machine and keep all the material on separate tracks for later editing, surround panning, balance or other adjustments? Also, it 
was very desirable to fine control the speeding up of whole multitrack by the hand to get better artistic results. Sounds 
tricky… . Well, you can’t do it by the rendering of each track separately. You need to hear and “feel” the speeding up the 
“tape”. So, you have to do it only in Real Time! But still on a HDD-based system?

Well, for this task the composer used the host-software’s Scrub Wheel, combined with 16 ADAT and 2 SPDF buses linked to 
the second DAW. The Scrub Wheel was triggered by small deliberate left-side movements using the slowest mouse adjustment,
simulating of the rewind back with constantly “growing” or “shaking” speeds. The perfect digital locked outputs were recorded 
on the second station, all on the separate tracks, without any D/A conversion. 
The result became really brilliant: clear recorded desirable effect without any digital clicks or distortion, still editable for 
surround or other, with the required energetic and musical expressions!

Of course whole project contents much more interesting inventions and nice solutions, but let’s keep it for later…  .

“Lyrics”

(the original French poem)

Au clair de la lune 
Mon ami Pierrot 
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Prête-moi ta plume 
Pour écrire un mot 
Ma chandelle est morte 
Je n'ai plus de feu 
Ouvre-moi ta porte 
Pour l'amour de Dieu 

Au clair de la lune 
Pierrot répondit 
Je n'ai pas de plume 
Je suis dans mon lit 
Va chez la voisine 
Je crois qu'elle y est 
Car dans sa cuisine 
On bat le briquet 

Au clair de la lune 
L'aimable Lubin 
Frappe chez la brune 
Qui répond soudain 
Qui frapp' de la sorte 
Il dit à son tour 
Ouvrez votre porte 
Au dieu de l'amour 

Au clair de la lune 
On n'y voit qu'un peu 
On chercha la plume 
On chercha du feu 
En cherchant d' la sorte 
Je n' sais c' qu'on trouva 
Mais je sais qu' la porte 
Sur eux se fermé.

(used own texts and edited lyrics in the composition)

Part 1, Le Monde liquide

Dix-huit soixante. 
L'idée de phonautograph. 
La capitale, de France. 
Paris, Édouard-Léon Scott l'inventeur. 
Pendant dix secondes de la voix humaine. 
Neuf avril de dix-huit soixante. 
La fumée d'une lampe à pétrole et abats le papier sur un rôle, en noir. 
La première enregistrement de la voix humaine. 
Pourquoi? Pourquoi ? 
Il est le plus variés sur la Terre ! Sur la Terre!!

Vers le Moment! 
Le Retour artistique dans la machine de temps musicale! 
l`Aventure par l`Univers VOIX subir! 
Parce que, la Voix comme premier sur la Terre!!
Part 2, Le Monde liquide

On n'y voit qu'un peu,
Au clair de la lune.

Va chez la voisine!

En cherchant d' la sorte,
On chercha du feu.

Pour l'amour de Dieu,
Ouvrez votre porte!
Prête-moi ta plume!

Va chez la voisine!
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Qui répond soudain.

Va chez la voisine...

On n'y voit qu'un peu.
Je n'ai pas de plume,
Ma chandelle est morte!
Pour écrire un mot.

En cherchant d' la sorte!
Va chez la voisine!

Je n' sais c' qu'on trouva,
En cherchant d' la sorte.
Mais je sais qu' la porte!
Au clair de la lune!
Sur eux se fermé.

On n'y voit qu'un peu.

Au dieu de l'amour!
Au clair de la lune...

Au dieu de l'... .

Part 3, Le Départ égaré

aRéljt ralj Ruest ierav ussj peleli,   ( Il est le plus variés sur la terre. ) 
Auchcroefp (Pourquoi?) 
Lémizo valeud momurt tiezjeronrey murt walj (La première enregistrement de la voix humaine)
Ravenwoua (un noir)
Leuran rusjt yeisjpa beleu bayeluch etwa pmolnu dnemuf alj  (La fumée d'une lampe à pétrole et abats le papier sur un rôle)
Tmostou siguri dum Lier vaffun (Neuf avril de dix-huit soixante)
Lemizo valeun de modef simomlo (Pendant dix secondes de la voix humaine)
Rueht moezmalj (l'inventeur)
Tnoks wojele raumdé (Édouard-Léon Scott)
Snourf un pljati paidalj (la capitale de France )
ierap (Paris)
Fargust unouf funeli (L'idée de phonautograph)
Tmonstow sigudin  (Dix-huit soixante)

Thanks to:

I would like to thanks to M-Audio Netherlands for the showed faith and the great technical sponsoring of this project. 

A special gratitude to the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and the First Sounds Organisation for the granted 
permission for using the original sample of “Au clair de la lune” from 1860 in this piece.
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And I also want to express a special gratefulness to VocaalLAB Nederland ensemble for the proved interest in my 
musical and technical ideas and therefore stimulating of writing of  “Au clair de le lune” .

A special gratitude to the Nederlads Fonds Podium Kunsten+ for the great financial support.

Copyright

Finally, it is not allowed to use any score fragments, graphics, audio date samples or ideas without of the written 
permission of the composer.  

So using it without permission is strictly prohibited and therefore is punishable.  

One may use images or available music samples from the First Sounds Organisation for commercial or non-commercial 
purposes as long as you credit FirstSounds.org. 

Visit for more info: http://www.firstsounds.org/faq/

Please, respect the intellectual property.

the composer


